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DuPont appears to be having its life sciences cake and eating it too (no pun
intended.) W ith DuPont actively promoting that STS soybeans are non-G M O ,
w ith tacit acknow ledgement that this is a good thing, it appears somewhat
self-defeating for the longer-term prospects.  It does play right into Nestle
(OTC-NSRGY-92 3/16), Unilever (NYSE-U N-74) and others (see appendix) who
have a lready banned the use of G M O products in their food formulations.
This, of course, is he lping to create a prem ium for non-G M products (or, if
you’d like, a discount for G M products).  Is DuPont a proponent of ag-
biotechnology?  The answer is yes, but you need to look beyond the surface
of the STS soybean marketing.

F igure 2: Premium for Non-GMO soybeans

Was Is Will be?

Source: Deutsche Banc A lex. Brown research.

 “ Against the Grain”

We recently read the 1998 book Against the Grain; Biotechnology and the
Corporate Takeover of Your Food.  We confess that our predisposition was
that this book would be anti-capitalist and a slipshod defense for the radical
position against G M O foods.  We were amused by various m istakes,
including referencing Bob Shapiro as the ex-CEO of Monsanto, and the two
references of A merican-based AgrEvo.  But, as a whole, the facts were more
often right than wrong.  While cap italism is taken to task on occasion, the
book did in fact strive to be balanced in many aspects and merely sought to
present a countering argument for the rapid and w idespread introduction of
biotechnology foods.  The authors, Dr. Marc Lappe and Britt Bailey, contend
that the quest for corporate profits has ridden roughshod over questions of
public health, freedom of choice and ecologica l stab ility.

Corporate profits take
the lead


